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ABSTRACT
A supervisory program for teachers at the Riverside

School, Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin, is based upon two objectives: (1)

to make teachers more aware of their classroom behavior, and (2) to
insure students of adequate instruction. The four phases of the
program are: (1) a teacher-initiated request for observation; (2)
classroom observation by the principal focusing upon technical skills
requested by the teacher; (3) planning by the principal of a
teacher-principal conference on the same day as the observation; and
(4) a teacher-principal conference. An evaluation of the program's
effectiveness is obtained by use of a Satisfaction Survey completed
by all fourth and fifth grade teachers in four district schools. The
Teacher Request Fcrm for Supervisory Observation, Supervisory
observation of the Technical Skills of Teaching form, and the
Supervisory Observation of Student Reactions form are provided. A
table presents the mean numerical ratings on statements from the
Satisfaction Survey. (DB)
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Supervision of teachers has always been a great concern to the

writer. The theoretical approaches presant6d in many college courses,

textbooks nnd the actual attempt t6 apply these theories to individual

classroom situations seems so inadequate. Such approaches appear to

focus too subjectively in evaluating classroom teachers'performance.

Consequently, this program instituted at Riverside School, Menomonee

Fa1.130 Wisconsin is an attempt to focu s. more objectimely on the teaching

act and eliminate the global supervisory approach to supervision.

At Riverside the supervision of teachers is based upon two

ob5ectivesa 1) to make teachers more aware of their classroom behavior

so that they might be more effective and thus increase pupils learningl

23 to insure students of adequate instruction. In trying to attain these

goals the writer developed a supervisory program based upon the technical

*kills of teaching.

Thin program was proposed and explained to the faculty of Riverside

'School during the annual in-service training program in September, 1970.

The supervisory program reflects the basic assumption that a series of

obalervqtion-conference sequence:a is more effective than less frequent

and more global Observations.

There are tour distinct phases in this program for aupervision of

teachersw

1) A request for observation; initiated by the teacher,

containing clearly definable technical skills of teaching

2) Classroom observation by the principal foCusing only on

the technical skills requested by the teacher

3) Planning by the principal of a teacher-principal con-

ference to be held the same day as the observation
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4) A teacher-principal conference to discuss the results of

the skills observed along tcbth a mutually agreed future

focus for the teacher

In order for a teacher to initiate this supervisory program, she

submits a request form to the principal (see Form I. Teacher Request

rorm for Supervisory Observation) indicating the technical skill she

wishes the principal to observe. The principal enters her classroom

at the time indicated by the teacher. During this teacher observations

tpe principal concentrates upon the performance of the specific technical

skill indicated on the request form. He takes notes or tape records the

lesson if the teacher has previously ,greed to such a recording.

Following this teacher observation, the principal plans for the

teacher-principal meeting to be held later the same day. This planning

includes the rating of the teacher on the skill that she previously

/

ragreed to focus upon ( ms e For II, Supervisory Observation of the

'Technical Skills of Te al ching). The principal's notes and/or audio tape'

from the observation are the basis for the rating. Another rating of

the teacher is in terms of pupil behavior (see Form III, Supervisory

Observation of Student Reactions) ao observed by the principal.

In the teacher-principal conference itself, a great deal of flexi-

.bility in exercised depending upon the personality of both principal and

teacher. While the principWs rating forms will probably be a main

focus of attention, the self-evaluation of the teacher may be very

valuable to this conference.
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ihnIther, in evaluating the rating sheets (Form II and/or /II)

the teacher or the principal may note an area for improvement not

discussed before. Specific:suggestions for eliminating this particular

problem may well be treated. In fact. it may Toe that bol.h the teacher

and the principal will agree to focus upon this area in succeeding

observations and conferences.

Such teacher-principal conferences may lead to discovering other

problems that confront the teacher. Such problems may include the

teacher's choice of educational goals, her need for alternative teaching

materials or activities, means of improvingpupils' self-discipline or

ways of helping a particular child.

As a result of zhis supervisory program, teachers have been en-

couraged to participate in college and university coursework, reading,

classroom visitation and discussion with other teachers in the system,

and continued practice and self-analysis of teaching skills.

The response to this voluntary program of supervision at Riverside

School was almost unanimous. In the cases of the few teachers who did

not rawest supervision, the principal notified them that he would visit

their rooms at a certain time and date. He observed the classroom

activities of these teachers by focusing on three or four aspects of

each teacher's instructional behavior. The teacher-principal conferences

were held the same day as the observation with both the teacher and the

principal agreeing upon future focus of technical skills of teaching.

4
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Totally. 167 formal observation-conference cycles were held wlth

an average of nine for beginning teachers and five for experienced

teachers, The length of time for each classroom observation depended

on the ski11 selected by the.teacher. Most observations averaged

twenty minutes with conferences lasting on an average of tweaty-five

minates..

At the conclusion of this school year, some data from the prograM

permits an initial evaluation of its effectiveness. Teachers' attitudes

concerning the value of this program are shown through the results of a

"Satisfaction Survey" administered by the district school psychologist

to all fourth and fifth grads teachers in four district schools (see

Table Ze Satisfaction Survey).

An open-ended questionnaire completed by the teachers at Riverside

School included the following qumstions and responses:

I. "Di your opinion, what aro the specific strengths of the program

of instructional supervision here at:Riverside School?"

"The model is especially beneficial because it breaks the
teaching process down into specific areas and specific

In addition, the model sets forth a common
framework within which both teacher and supervisor may
work."

"The supervision seemed to become more objective, deal-
ing with acts rather than personalities."

"It permits an atmosphere in which mistakes can be made
without fear of undue stress."

"It gives immediate feedback, provides a basis for
comparison with past or future teaching."

"I like to know before supervision what specific skill
or skills I will be observed on."

"I like the fact that the teacher can choose a time for
her observation."

5
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..... (the supervisory program) is inclusive as it deals
with a range of factors from presentation or Materials to
motivation ..... also attempts to evaluate pupil responses
--- a key factor in evaluatinq the effectiveness of a
teacher."

"S=eone im interested in supervising the instruction and
is doing something about it.'

XI. 'What are specific weaknesses to which efforts at improving

the program should be directed?"

'Increase the frequency."

"Wbuld like even more individual conferences with
principal."

'The time factor obviously limits the supervisor's
number of observations in each roam."

'More time allotted to the administrator for more
Observation.%

%ore observations during the year when the teacher
in not prepared for the observation."

III. 'Specifically, how has this program helped you become a

better techer?"

'This program brings a realisation of the many skills
necessary in presenting a lesson.°

"It has helped in analyzing the specific aspects of
presenting a lesson, whether or not it was being
observed."

"It made me more critical of myself."

"It has helped me be more conscious of setting specific
goals for each lesson and do more self-evaluation of
methods I used to attain, or not attain, these goals."

4X found that in the end I was able to evaluate myself
and any situation that arose with more insight."
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WIdle initial evaluation of the program is positive, the 167

observation-conference cycles and the subjective opinions of teachers

are not sufficient data upon which to base decisions as to the total

effectiveness of this ampervisory prooram. Measurement and comparison

of pupil attainment of instructional goals in schools with different

supervisory programs is necessary before one can judgethat this

particular approach to supervision does indeed improve instruction.

7



FORM I

TEACHER REQUEST FORM FOR SUPERVISORY ODSERVATION

Teacher's Name

Date of Observation

Subject and/or Activity to be Observed

Time for Observation NO...
samsalawl...mtAryou*..110.1.10.

Objectives of Lesson (defined in behavioral terms):

011.011341/...1M110.1001...1011 60..07....eriwwwMblanriaw.marrWt.tmnrowN0.....

ANlabeMnfraaaromeiNgla

171110P1001......0...M.Y.1M.W.S.A.21.1..nnenwAm1110.
OPY1141114WWIIM1II.W.MITMO/WOMMetept11.1.W.M.11.1IM/1..15"WiaT/Min,o/ist /MANYW; ANIVNav.n........t,msaZum.mw.

Skill l plan to focus on:
ARIVI.O.111111.14.101.0.

LI=
emYIMAMMlft.orsOf V.VIImaRlm.MYPo-ts.w....m.tmlo...mrTes.o.vn....N..0Nr..waommuse*,,I

Objectives apparent\to students

Room and materials organization

tntroduction of lesson

Clarity of presentation

Stimulate motivation

Presentation of lesson

Closure

El=

Evaluation

Clarity of presentatiOn

Continual motivation

Questioning

Verbal reinforcement

Non-verbal reinforcement

Relevant subject matter

Demonstration

Completeness of communication

Motivation fOr: future learning

Questioning

Prepared Exam
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FORM II
SUPERVISORY OBSERVATION OF THE TECHNICAL SKILLS OF TEACHING

Grade Date4101~11....MICIPHIMOIMMONIIII..*W4111...a. ,..
Subject ACTIVITY Time

ORNOMINnua.esulf.TIMayok onimme.4.11101.0.7101.4s

1. Objectives of lesson were
5.. *****

well defined
5011.0000040000000300a0NOZ2VP4e0.,010no0004

apparent to students

2. The organization of class was
Sat00,0,04.114,00;,03.#4.002,020040.0010060.0,1.

appropriate for lesson

3. Room and materials were
54totboVOmit000.04o0e3eonaelam2.3**aaalcrocriaao.

well organized

4. Introduction of Lesson (Set)
50**00#44000,000.3%00000021,0064.0m100eao**

clearly presented
SolOnclosolAtiownoes3usaeo*e2vonsabonle.neova.

50 Presentation of Lesson

6, Closure

70 Evaluation

stimulate motivation

5041.41a**04001.000034.1004060240000001044POOMO
clearly communic7'

5.000004,4000,01,03400onor- :00000looe00010
continual motivation

5.000000400 ***** 300 ***** 2ot00000140000.4c
questioning

541804041M400000.036Coedoe2,00.*Imal
verbal reinforcement

5000,1,606400004,40300oeop02ty*O0oonlA,Oonon
non-verbal reinforcement

5000V00*4011606003,0a0paiiLao..441,0e1.000e0A
relevant subject matter

504 ***** 4.4,400003eaa.***24),..1esarlocsoodio
demonstration

500Vevea04004,0eas3osoaancs2toomoulocoaaoa
completeness of communication

5440004004,000'004.3 ****** ar2iOsosooloi *****
motivation for future learning

500.040040000.003.000004.200*0.0.1 *******
appropriate questioning

541,00s0044104rOM3opoilaito2aewarnlowowoo.
appropriate written exam



FORM III
SUPERVISORY OBSERVATIOS OF STUDENT REACTIONS

Date Time

Teacher Grade Room

Typo of class / activity

1, Students appeared to be

2. Studenti seemed to be

3. Most of the class seemed

4. Student responses were

5. Student activities wore

6. Class routines were'

7. Class seemed to be

S. Class atmosphere seemed

9. Student opinions and ideas were

10. Moot students seemed

COMMENTS

SIMOVENTMMOCIMAWIPVALIMMonnelmmOs2117.101.1

500404.11946epOpaV30010.00024,04.00001do .....
actively engaged

5 ..... ..4.......3. OOOOOO 2
interested

3.

S0 ef0000644t0 4 4 0 liPoLop0 0 0 o20400libooliNeof,004
knowledgeable

50000**04011100411.4103 OOOOO 0.241 OOOOO 01 OOOOOO
meaningful

Sositeollo4o4posess3 OOOOOO 2olsedtosolooedoWe
well chosen

2
established and followed

5 OOOOOOO 4.......3.......2.......1.......
pupil centered

,respectful and friendly

50000.04,40emoo04,34. OOOOOO 2..o0004 1040000
respected

5.......4.......30 OOOOOO 2 OOOOOO .1.. OOOOO
well prepared

10
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TABLE I

RIVERSIDE SCHOOL TEACIERS' MAN NUMERICAL RATINGS ON STATEMENTS
MALMO WITH INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION FROM "SATISFACTION SURVEY"

gsdast,,si

0 w strongly disagree
I m disagree
2 m moderately disagree
3 m undecided
4 m moderately agree
5 m agree
6 m strongly agree

Statement .10111111111.,

Mean rating,
fourth & fifth
grade teachers
at Riverside

My supervisor is interested in helping me improve
my job.

my supervisor keeps me constantly informed of his
via*, of my work.

My supervisor has a good idea of my strong points.

My suplrvisor seeks ways to better understand my
vwpoint

/ feel free to discuss job problems with my
supervisor.

I agree with my supervimor's opinion about my work.

/ have opportunities to learn new skills.

My supervisor shows he is sincerely interested in
me as a person.

My organizational unit has high morale.

6.00

4.16

4.67

6.00

5.,33

5.33

6.00

5.67

6.00


